PAYING FOR THEIR DEATHS: HOW THE “WIDOW TAX” TARGETS AND PENALIZES SURVIVING SPOUSES OF FALLEN SOLDIERS AND RETIREES
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This country owes them all a debt of gratitude. The down payment on that debt is making sure that we live up to Lincoln’s charge: to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan. 1

I. Introduction

“We regret to inform you . . . .”

Much like “I do,” these five simple words take only moments to say but carry with them a life-changing, infinite permanence. Every military spouse knows about the dreaded “knock at the door” 2 but, as matter of


survival and sanity, clings to the belief that she or he will never be the recipient of that nightmarish message. Sadly, as a result of concurrent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, more than 7,000 service members have lost their lives due to combat-related incidents alone, thereby creating over 3,600 young, wartime widows.3 The Department of Defense (DoD) has come a long way since the days of impersonal telegram notifications during the World War II, Korean War, and Vietnam War eras.4 However, where the DoD still fails these family members—in addition to the widows of service-disabled retirees—is in the imposition of a “tax” applicable only to the growing population of surviving spouses.5

Surviving spouses of retirees who pass away from a service-connected condition and of active duty service members who die in the line of duty are generally eligible for two monthly benefits: Survivor Benefit Plan payments (SBP) and Dependent and Indemnity Compensation (DIC).6 Under current law,7 family members who qualify for both benefits are subject to an offset, meaning that for every dollar paid out in DIC, payouts

---

under the SBP are reduced by one dollar. In other words, a survivor “may not receive the [combined] amount of both SBP and DIC. In order to receive DIC, the survivor must waive the same amount of SBP.” While the SBP is a DoD-managed and employee-earned benefit intended to function as the equivalent of a life insurance annuity, DIC is a Veterans Affairs (VA)-managed indemnity payment intended to replace lost family income and serve as reparation for service-connected deaths. Despite these distinct purposes, the offset continues to penalize surviving spouses who, due to a widespread lack of knowledge and understanding,

8 JAMES HOSEK ET AL., AN ASSESSMENT OF THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN 10 (2018), https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR2200/RR2236/RAND_RR2236.pdf. See also DAVID F. BURRELL & JENNIFER R. CORWELL, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL32769, MILITARY DEATH BENEFITS: STATUS AND PROPOSALS 6 (2006) (explaining that “[i]f the DIC benefit is larger than the SBP benefit, then the survivor receives only the DIC benefit” but “[i]f the SBP benefit is larger . . . , the surviving spouse receives the full DIC benefit and any SBP benefits less an amount equivalent to the DIC benefit”).

9 Kate Horrell, Understanding the SBP-DIC Offset, KATE HORRELL (Feb. 25, 2018), https://www.katehorrell.com/understanding-sbp-dic-offset/.


expected to receive both benefits. Although similar bans on receipt of concurrent benefits have been eliminated for other populations, surviving spouses comprise the only subset of federal beneficiaries who continue to bear the burden of this kind of “tax.” In this sense, the offset creates an incompatible incongruence with the incessant emphasis on “supporting our troops” that has pervaded the last two decades of conflict.

Because Congress recently implemented a permanent offset to the already-existing DIC offset, the road to more meaningful change appears bleak. This “stop gap measure,” known as the Special Survivors Indemnity Allowance (SSIA), originated in 2009 as a monthly payment of $50 and increased incrementally to $310 until December 2018, after which the amount will be adjusted based on percentage increases in retired pay.

---

13 To provide some anecdotal examples, every surviving spouse this author interviewed while compiling research for this article stated she was unaware of the SBP-DIC offset or its practical implications until the death of her husband. This author had a similar experience when her first husband, Captain Jonathan Grassbaugh, was killed on 7 April 2007 while serving with the 82d Airborne Division in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. At the time of his death, this author was almost twenty-three years old, a commissioned officer with Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees, and a law student on an educational delay preparing to serve in the Judge Advocate General Corps (JAGC). Despite her educational background, prior Army Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) training, and supportive family, the SBP-DIC offset remained a topic of much confusion until many years after her late husband’s death. Furthermore, a brief and very informal poll of 67th Graduate Course students revealed that none were aware of the post-September 11th extension of SBP benefits to active duty service members, much less the existence of the SBP-DIC offset.


16 See Hosek et al., supra note 8, at 11, 14.


Although intended to address the inequities in the current law, the SSIA has the unfortunate consequence of allowing Congress to “get around the offset regulations without fully funding a repeal.”

Overall cost is the primary reason cited for failure to repeal the SBP-DIC offset; most estimates range between $7 and $10 billion over ten years. Although the current DoD budget is as large as it has ever been in decades, future budget prospects remain less certain. Thus, if there were ever a time for Congress to make good on its promise to repeal the SBP-DIC offset, that time may already have passed. If lawmakers are unable—or simply unwilling—to make room in future budgets for a complete repeal, Congressional leaders should consider two alternate options in need of further exploration: (1) establish income-based cut-offs for the concurrent receipt of SBP and DIC payments; or (2) use a private commercial provider to better manage and administer the SBP. Either alternative would provide a superior solution to the current situation. No matter what the solution, Judge Advocates must be prepared to assume a larger role in bridging the offset knowledge gap for active duty families in need of long-term estate planning guidance. Inserting Judge Advocates into the retirement transition process would also ensure greater transparency for soon-to-be retirees and increase awareness of the risks associated with not opting out of the SBP.

---

19 Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17; Eliminating the Widows’ Tax, supra note 10.
Ultimately, after almost twenty years of the ongoing Global War on Terror, the SBP-DIC offset represents an archaic, outdated, and bizarre legal limitation that Congressional leaders acknowledge is unjust.24 Despite over three decades of attempts at repeal,25 the offset continues to this day. With the permanent implementation of the SSIA, some lawmakers consider the issue moot,26 hence the need to reexamine complete overhaul of the benefits system within budgetary parameters and consider potential alternatives.

II. History and Development of the Survivor Benefit Plan, Dependency Indemnity Compensation, and the SBP-DIC Offset

The SBP and DIC are two entirely different survivor benefits managed by different organizations for different purposes.27 Despite these distinctions, the statutorily-mandated SBP-DIC offset results in thousands of lost dollars each year in potential benefits, thereby eliminating the value of one benefit in its entirety for many surviving spouses.28 As Mary

24 See H.R. REP. NO. 111-89, at 72 (2009) (Conf. Rep.) (“The Senate resolution also recognizes the serious inequity in how the military death benefits system treats widows and orphans whom our servicemembers and veterans leave behind.”); ROBERT TOMKIN, FACT SHEET NO. 112-6, DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION FOR FY 2012 50 (2011), LEXISNEXIS (noting that the committee acknowledged the widow’s tax “has long denied surviving family members the payment of their SBP benefits earned by the service of their spouse and paid for through premium reductions to retired pay”). See also Caruso, supra note 5 (explaining that “[w]idow’s tax is a nickname for an unjust federal law”); Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (“This is an injustice!” [surviving spouse Elly Gibbons told Congress] about the law.”); Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17 (“In multiple Congresses, a majority of House and Senate members acknowledged the inequity and cosponsored corrective legislation to recognize SBP and DIC are paid for different reasons.”).
25 See Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A; Breaux, supra note 5; Caruso, supra note 5; Philpott, supra note 21; Shane III, supra note 20.
26 Philpott, supra note 21.
27 Hearing on S. 1990 Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 115th Cong. 2 (2018) (statement of Dr. Vivianne Cisneros Wersel, Surviving Spouse); Breaux, supra note 5; Caruso, supra note 5.
28 Colonel Steve Strobridge, USAF Retired, & Colonel Phil Odom, USAF Retired, Vow of Honor: Protecting Today’s Survivors, MIL. OFFICERS ASS’N OF AM. (on file with author) (explaining that for service members in the grade of E-6 and below, the offset “virtually wipes out any SBP payment, leaving most survivors with just DIC”). See also Berquist, supra note 11; Shane III, supra note 20.
Craven, whose husband retired from the Air Force after being wounded in Vietnam, asked, “[w]hy have two programs if one wipes out the other?”

A. History and Development of the SBP

The SBP originated during the post-World War II era as the Uniformed Contingencies Option Act of 1953, intended solely to benefit the surviving spouses of deceased retirees. On 4 October 1961, Congress revised the Contingencies option plan and renamed it the Retired Serviceman’s Family Protection Plan (RSFFP). Finally, on 21 September 1972, another legislative act further amended the RSFFP to create what is now known as the SBP. As enacted, the purpose of the SBP was to “insure that the surviving dependents of military personnel who die in retirement or after becoming eligible for retirement will continue to have a reasonable level of income.” In addition to providing
a form of survivor protection, the House Armed Services Committee recognized that “retired pay [is] an earned entitlement, and the government ha[s] a ‘moral obligation’ to provide it to retirees and their survivors.”\textsuperscript{35} Thus, the SBP became part of the DoD’s Military Retirement Fund,\textsuperscript{36} which the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) manages.\textsuperscript{37} Although originally offset by Social Security payments, the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2005 mandated elimination of this offset over the next three fiscal years.\textsuperscript{38}

For retirees, the cost of SBP protection is “shared by the retiree (in the form of reductions from monthly military retired pay at the time of the retiree’s death), the government, and possibly the beneficiary (under certain types of coverage).”\textsuperscript{39} Although service members technically have the “option” of participating in the SBP at the onset of retirement,\textsuperscript{40} retirees are, by default, automatically enrolled and must proactively opt out of enrollment within a specified time period.\textsuperscript{41} Enrollees pay a percentage of their retired paycheck—capped at 6.5%—in exchange for the right of their dependents to receive a monthly SBP annuity following their death.\textsuperscript{42} This SBP annuity represents “55 percent of the base amount

\textsuperscript{35} HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 3 (quoting the Inquiry into Survivor Benefits: Hearing Before the Special Subcomm. on Survivor Benefits of the H. Armed Services Comm., 91st Cong. (1970)).


\textsuperscript{41} HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 5. See also Changing Your SBP Coverage, DEF. FIN. AND ACCT. SERV., https://www.dfas.mil/retiredmilitary/provide/sbp/change.html (last visited June 12, 2019) (describing the limited options for changing SBP coverage and cancelling SBP coverage after three years of payments).

\textsuperscript{42} CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 4 (2011); Higdon, supra note 30, at 445; Survivor Benefit Plan – What Does it Mean to Me?, MILITARY MONEY MANUAL,
of [their] retired pay.” 43 Once a retiree makes a total of 360 monthly payments over thirty years and reaches the age of seventy, the individual is considered “paid up” and no longer makes monthly payments. 44 In FY 2016, retirees paid $1.41 billion in SBP premiums, which represented approximately fifty-five percent of the total $2.56 billion SBP “liability.” 45

Following September 11, 2001, Congress amended the original SBP statute to allow “servicemembers’ survivors to receive SBP even if the member was not retirement eligible,” thereby providing “some measure of financial relief and support to the survivors of servicemembers who died in the line of duty . . . .” 46 Thus, in its current form, the SBP provides for the survivors of both retirees and “active duty and reserve-component military personnel upon the death of a servicemember.” 47 Annuity coverage is calculated “as if the servicemember was medically retired at

https://militarymoneymanual.com/survivor-benefit-plan/. See also Survivor Benefit Plan, supra note 40 (explaining that because retired pay stops with the death of the service member, SBP is “one way to ensure a continued financial benefit for . . . a . . . survivor”).


44 Survivor Benefit Plan, supra note 40; see also Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, The Military Survivor Benefit Plan: A Description of Its Provisions 5 (2011); Hosek et al., supra note 8, at 13.


47 Higdon, supra note 30, at 445.
100 percent disability,” 48 and, due to the nature of this “implied
coverage,” 49 active duty members do not pay premiums. 50 In other words,
because an individual who dies in the line of duty cannot fulfill either of
the traditional requirements to earn retirement benefits, 51 the benefit is
“essentially free.” 52 For these members, the base amount of retired pay
for SBP annuity purposes is “computed as seventy-five percent of their
high-thirty-six basic pay.” 53 High-thirty-six earnings constitute the
“average basic pay for the 36-month period . . . the member earned the
highest rate of basic pay.” 54 Put a different way, annuities equal fifty-five
percent of the service member’s theoretical retired pay. 55

The current version of the SBP recognizes six classes of beneficiaries:
(1) spouse; (2) spouse and children; (3) children; (4) former spouse; (5)
former spouse and children; and (6) persons with an insurable interest. 56
For surviving spouse recipients of the SBP, benefits are paid until the
surviving spouse dies but terminate upon the spouse’s remarriage before
the age of fifty-five, assuming the marriage took place on or after 14

48 Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the
Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on
Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 35 (2005) (statement of Kathleen B. Moakler, Deputy
Director of Government Relations, National Military Family Association). See also
Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, The Military Survivor Benefit Plan: A
Description of Its Provisions 11, 12 (2011) (explaining that “the legislation assumes
the level of disability is 100”).
49 Higdon, supra note 30, at 447; see also 10 U.S.C. § 1448(d) (LexisNexis 2019).
50 Hosek et al., supra note 8, at x, 5, 7; see also Major Heidi M. Steele, Making the
Most Out of Your Pay and Allowances: Military Income and Tax-Free Benefits, Army
51 McCarl, supra note 6, at 418. See also Hearing on S. 979 Before the S. Subcomm. on
Pers. of the Comm. of Armed Servs., 115th Cong. 4 (2016) (statement of Edith G. Smith,
52 Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, The Military Survivor Benefit Plan: A
Description of Its Provisions 15 (2011); see also Hearing on S. 979 Before the S.
Subcomm. on Pers. of the Comm. of Armed Servs., 115th Cong. 4 (2016) (statement of
Edith G. Smith, Surviving Spouse); Hosek et al., supra note 8, at x; McCarl, supra note 6,
at 418.
53 Hosek et al., supra note 8, at 7 (quoting Dep’ t of Def., 7000.14-R, DoD Financial
Management Regulation vol. 7B, ch. 46 (Mar. 2018),
https://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/documents/fmr/Volume_07b.pdf); see also
Steele, supra note 50, at 45 (noting that “[t]his is effectively equal to seventy-five percent
of full retired pay”).
54 Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, The Military Survivor Benefit Plan: A
56 Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, The Military Survivor Benefit Plan: A
Description of Its Provisions 2 (2011); Higdon, supra note 30, at 447.
If the surviving spouse’s second marriage “ends by
death, divorce, or annulment, DFAS will reinstate the SBP[] annuity . . .”.

In FY 2016, the SBP had 1.1 million enrollees and 321,476 annuitants,
of which 10,442 represented annuitants of active duty deaths. Most of
the survivors of active duty members were categorized as “young
survivors” (under the age of forty), though this group typically accounts
for only three percent of the total survivor population in any given year. Thus, despite the concurrent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the majority of
the surviving spouse population remains over the age of sixty-five.

B. History and Development of DIC

In 1956, the Servicemen’s and Veteran’s Survivor Benefit Act
established the VA Dependency Indemnity Compensation. Dependency

57 Guide to Survivor Benefits, Def. Fin. and Acct. Serv. 6 (Aug. 2014),
https://www.dfas.mil/dam/jcr:fbbe66f5-e3c2-4e17-90d2-7681e1de3ddc/Draft_SBP%20Guide%20Book%20Aug%202014_20150323.pdf; see also
10 U.S.C.S. § 1450(b) (LexisNexis 2019); Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, The
Military Survivor Benefit Plan: A Description of Its Provisions 5 (2011); Hosek
et al., supra note 8, at 8; Survivor Benefit Plan, supra note 40.
59 Hosek et al., supra note 8, at xi, 3. See also Kristy N. Kamarck & Barbara
Salazar Torreon, Cong. Research Serv., RL45325, Military Survivor Benefit
Plan: Background and Issues for Congress 1 (2018). According to the slightly more
recent Kamarck study, the FY 2017 figures were as follows: 276,820 survivors received
SBP annuity payments, which translated to $3.7 billion in DoD expenditures. Of this
group, 10,295 represent survivors of active duty service members, including 3,377
spouses and 6,918 children. Id.
60 See Christensen, supra note 10, at 99. Note that these statistics are associated with
“survivors” as defined by those surviving spouses receiving DIC. Because, however,
SBP annuitants of members who died on active duty are, in the vast majority of cases,
almost always also entitled to DIC, the available data associated with this particular
category of surviving spouses is practically identical for both SBP and DIC purposes.
See, e.g., Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on
Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 31 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold
Star Wives of America) (explaining that “practically all active duty deaths result in the
survivor receiving only a DIC payment” due to the effect of the offset on line-of-duty
deaths).
61 See Christensen, supra note 10, at 100.
Indemnity Compensation “provid[es] a modest annuity for survivors whose death is determined to have been caused by military service.”63 As amended, DIC is paid to three categories of survivors of service members or veterans who died on or after 1 January 1957 from: “(1) a disease or injury incurred or aggravated in the line of duty while on active duty or active duty training; or (2) an injury incurred or aggravated in the line of duty while on inactive duty training; or (3) a disability compensable under laws administered by the VA.”64 Unlike the SBP, DIC has always been available to non-retirees.65 In addition, between the SBP and DIC, the latter “tends to be [the] better benefit” because it is nontaxable and need not be reported in gross income.66 The SBP, on the other hand, is taxable.67

Eligible DIC beneficiaries include the service member’s surviving spouse, children, and parents.68 For surviving spouse annuitants, DIC is

---


64 CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 12–13 (2011); see also HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 9 (“The purpose of DIC is ‘to authorize a payment to the surviving dependents of a deceased military member partially in order to replace family income lost due to the member’s death and partially to serve as reparation for death.’”) (quoting U.S. DEP’T OF DEF., OFFICE OF THE SEC’Y OF DEF. FOR PERSONNEL AND READINESS, MILITARY COMPENSATION BACKGROUND PAPERS 693 (7th ed., 2011), www.loc.gov/rr/frd/pdf-files/Military_Comp-2011.pdf); Gina Harkins, ‘Widow’s Tax’ Costs Families of Fallen Servicemembers $15,000 Each Year, MIL. OFFICERS ASS’N OF AM. (Mar. 21, 2017) (on file with author) (noting that DIC is intended to compensate for “economic losses . . . suffered as a result of a veteran’s death”).

65 McCarl, supra note 6, at 418.

66 Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 31 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold Star Wives of America); McCarl, supra note 6, at 418; Steele, supra note 50, at 46; Survivor Benefit Plan, supra note 40.

67 Survivor Benefit Plan, supra note 40 (noting, however, that SBP [p]remiums are tax-deductible and subsidized by the federal government.”); see also HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 10; McCarl, supra note 6, at 418.

68 38 U.S.C. § 1310(a) (2012). Note that DIC will only be paid to a parent if he or she was financially dependent on the deceased service member or veteran, subject to income limitations. See Parents Dependency and Indemnity Compensation, U.S. DEP’T OF VETERANS AFFS., http://benefits.va.gov/Pension/current_rates_Parents_DIC_pen.asp (last visited June 12, 2019).
awarded at a flat rate of $1319.04—or just over $15,000 per year—regardless of the rank or time-in-service of the service member at time of death.\textsuperscript{69} In addition, spousal beneficiaries are eligible to receive $311.64 per dependent child and a “two-year flat-rate monthly transition allowance of $270 . . . [for] any dependent children.”\textsuperscript{70} Spousal DIC ceases upon remarriage before age fifty-seven, though the termination of the remarriage by death or divorce restores the surviving spouse’s eligibility to receive DIC.\textsuperscript{71}

As of FY 2017, a total of 411,390 survivors received service-connected death benefits for an estimated $6.53 billion in annual payments.\textsuperscript{72} Of the total number of survivors, 394,028 represented surviving spouses.\textsuperscript{73} Approximately 1.13% of these spouses were under the age of thirty-five, 7.15% were between the ages of thirty-six and fifty-six, 50.93% were fifty-seven to seventy-five years old, and 40.29% were over the age of seventy-five.\textsuperscript{74}

C. Effects of the SBP-DIC Offset

As the genesis and development of each benefit suggests, the SBP and DIC are far from one in the same. While the SBP is a “voluntary, member-purchased annuity provided by DoD, allowing a continuation of a portion

\textsuperscript{69} Dependency and Indemnity Compensation – Effective 12/1/18, U.S. DeP’t of Veterans Affs., https://benefits.va.gov/Compensation/current_rates_dic.asp (last visited June 12, 2019); see also Christensen, supra note 10, at 107 (noting that “because the goal of DIC . . . is not well defined, we cannot determine definitively whether DIC is about at the right level”). For sources citing previous DIC rates, see also 38 U.S.C. § 1311(a) (2012) (specifying that DIC will be paid to a surviving spouse at the monthly rate of $1,154); Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17 (referencing DIC payments of $1,258 per month); The Widow’s Tax, supra note 5 (also referencing DIC payments of $1,258 per month).

\textsuperscript{70} Hosek et al., supra note 8, at 10; see also 38 U.S.C. § 1311 (2012) (specifying that surviving spouses will receive $286 for each dependent each child under the age of eighteen, plus an additional $250 monthly payment, subject to inflation adjustments, for two years following the service member’s death).

\textsuperscript{71} 38 U.S.C. § 103(d) (2012); see also Hosek et al., supra note 8, at 10; Dependency and Indemnity Compensation – Effective 12/1/18, supra note 69 (noting that “a surviving spouse who remarries on or after December 16, 2003, and on or after attaining age 57, is entitled to continue to receive DIC”).


\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 114.

\textsuperscript{74} Id. at 115.
of military retired pay upon the death of the service member,” DIC is a “VA-paid monetary benefit for eligible survivors whose sponsors died of a service-connected injury or disease.” Families of active duty members are often entirely unaware of their post-9/11 eligibility for the SBP, in part because they pay no premiums. As a result, the loss of this benefit is inconsistent with public policy but potentially less financially onerous than the penalties paid by retirees. For these family members, the loss of decades of monthly payments is devastating, especially when they have no idea at the time of electing to retain SBP coverage that the retiree might eventually pass away from a latent, service-connected ailment. One can imagine the public outrage if, for instance, “a private life insurance company refused to pay the beneficiary of a life insurance policy, simply because the policy holder had other coverage.” However, in simplified terms, that is the reality of the SBP-DIC offset.

75 Lieutenant General Dana T. Atkins, USA Retired, Eliminate the “Widows Tax” (SBP-DIC Offset), MIL. OFFICERS ASS’N OF AM., (on file with author); see also Breaux, supra note 5 (noting that the two benefits serve two different populations, which, in a small percentage of cases, happen to overlap). Cf. PATRICK MACKIN, RICHARD PARODI, & MARK DYE, REVIEW OF MILITARY DEATH BENEFITS FINAL REPORT 45 (2004) (on file with author) (“[B]oth SBP and DIC replace income lost to the family because of a service-connected disability resulting in the death of the member [for active duty deaths]. We found no evidence that other employers provide overlapping benefits in such a manner.”). Notably, however, the Mackin report did not consider the effect of the SBP-DIC offset on survivors of retirees and “offer[ed] no recommendations in this area.” Id.

76 On the other hand, expanding eligibility for what was previously a retirement benefit (SBP) and combining it with the receipt of a contingency-based annuity payment (DIC) has arguably caused more confusion and contentious backlash than it was worth. These two types of benefits are as different as apples and oranges; they are intended for differently situated populations and serve different purposes. Unfortunately, in electing to extend SBP to active duty survivors in the aftermath of September 11th, lawmakers inadvertently created false expectations for these individuals without anticipating the problems inherent in funding and managing a benefit originally created for a very different survivor scenario. Instead, perhaps lawmakers should have created a separate, long-term compensation program for active duty survivors to ensure financial stability, particularly in the years following the unexpected death of a young service member. Alternatively, Congress could also have revamped and increased DIC to make it a more generous form of income replacement for active duty deaths. Either way, what was originally a well-intentioned policy decision has now mushroomed into a public relations fiasco. At this point, it has become increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to turn back the clock on the extension of SBP to the active duty survivor population. Instead of taking ownership of the ongoing conundrum, lawmakers tend to avoid the issue entirely or attempt to make minor amends year after year without addressing the root of the problem. See discussion infra Section IV.B.

77 Caruso, supra note 5.
Understanding the legal basis for the offset is somewhat complicated and requires the concurrent reading of several different statutes. The DIC eligibility statute pertaining to surviving spouses of veterans states that, “notwithstanding any other provision of law . . . , no reduction of benefits under such provision of law shall be made by reason of such individual’s eligibility for benefits under this section.” 78 Enter then the highly controversial “other provision of law,” namely the SBP annuity payment structure:

If . . . the surviving spouse or former spouse of [the eligible service member] is also entitled to dependency and indemnity compensation . . . , the surviving spouse or former spouse may be paid an annuity under this section, but only in the amount that the annuity otherwise payable under this section would exceed that compensation.79

In other words, read together, these statutes require that “money paid from SBP . . . be reduced dollar-for-dollar by the amount paid by the VA’s DIC.”80

As defenders of the offset correctly assert, “the DIC-SBP offset is not a new rule; it’s been part of the SBP program since it was created in its current form. It was part of the program when each retiring military family decided to elect SBP.”81 That being said, institutional knowledge of the offset is incredibly limited;82 most surviving spouses only learn of its existence once already subject to its penalties, and the reality of its

79 10 U.S.C.S. § 1450(c) (LexisNexis 2019); see also 10 U.S.C.S. § 1448 (LexisNexis 2019) (outlining the requirements for opting out of SBP, possible elections, and rules associated with changing beneficiaries).
80 Baron, supra note 12. See also Kristy N. Kamarck & Barbara Salazar Torreon, Kristy N. Kamarck & Barbara Salazar Torreon, Cong. Research Serv., RL45325, MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: BACKGROUND AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 15–16 (2018) (explaining that SBP, when first enacted in 1972 was intended to serve as a substitute or supplement for existing federal benefits, like Social Security and VA payments, rather than providing an additional financial benefit that did not previously exist).
81 Horrell, supra note 9, comment to Don Berry (July 25, 2018); see also Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (noting that a spokesman for the DoD claimed “information about the VA’s payment’s impact is provided to service families in meetings and in printed materials”).
82 Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A. According to a former Veterans Affairs benefits counselor, despite the DoD attempts at sharing information about the offset through pamphlets, “many new widows [are still] blindsided by it.” Id.
financial impact is, for many of them, debilitating. Often forced to visit numerous administrative agencies to sign a mountain of paperwork within days of their husbands’ death, surviving spouses in a “Widow’s Fog” are unable to comprehend the convoluted SBP-DIC offset until months or even years later. John Tilford, a retired Army Reserve Colonel and part-time VA counselor, described the offset notification process to new widows as follows:

You start out speaking to a lady who’s in horrible shape because she’s just lost her husband . . . . When you fully describe [the offset], the widows raise their eyes and look at you like ‘You’ve got to be kidding.’ If the widows aren’t already crying, they start. They suddenly realize they will be punished for the remainder of their lives because their spouse gave his life for their country.

As a result, the majority of surviving spouses find themselves blindsided by the long-term consequences of the offset, and, for those who have no plans to remarry, these consequences are palpable. For example,
Susie Brodeur, whose children were three and seven at the time of her husband’s death in Afghanistan, has been alone for over six years and “does the job of two people and then some. It’s not easy. When the government takes away the money from the lone survivor—the spouse—it really hurts.”

Dan Merry, the vice president of the Military Officers Association of America (MOAA), characterized the SBP-DIC offset as “grossly unfair” and argued it “should be repealed. When military service causes the death of the servicemember, VA indemnity pay should be paid in addition to the SBP annuity—not subtracted from it.”

Expressing stronger sentiments, Ted Painter, the national legislative director for the American Military Retirees Association (AMRA), referred to the offset as “arguably the most egregious and unfair theft of military related benefits currently in existence.”

Approximately 67,000 surviving spouses are impacted by the offset, which represents approximately seventeen percent of all survivors. Of those affected, “65 percent receive zero in SBP and only $15,095 a year in [total] income.” In other words, due to the offset, most surviving spouses lose out on approximately $15,000 annually in expected government benefits, hence the moniker of the ‘widow’s tax.’ Those

88 Harkins, supra note 63. Susie Brodeur described the loss of her husband’s income as a “big adjustment,” noting that “[t]he fact that the government is withholding from us is really sad . . . It really surprises me that they’re not taking care of all families as well as they possibly can.”

89 Breaux, supra note 5. In addition, Rep. Dean Dunn, a cosponsor of H.R. 846, the Military Surviving Spouses Equity Act, called the offset an “appalling injustice” that punishes families who dutifully paid for SBP.

91 Atkins, supra note 75.

92 Christensen, supra note 10, at 100; see also Boldrin, supra note 84 (noting that the total number of affected survivors is a “relatively small group, and that makes solving the offset harder because it can be easily dismissed”).

93 Berquist, supra note 11. See also Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (“More than three of five affected widows and widowers lose every dollar of their expected survivor annuities according to Defense Department data.”); Shane III, supra note 20 (noting that the loss of thousands of dollars of dollars a year in benefits “creates significant financial problems for families who are already dealing with the death of a loved one”).

spouses of “lower-rank and long-retired service members” tend to be hit hardest by this “reduction in expected income.”

In theory, “the total of DIC and offset SBP payments combined is, at least, equal to the full SBP benefit.” That is of little comfort, however, to retiree survivors, for most of whom the offset wipes out the annuity the military retiree paid for over several decades. To add insult to injury, although retiree survivors receive a proportional refund of SBP premiums, this refund includes no interest, thereby amounting to the equivalent of a “tax-free” loan for the government. Furthermore, many service-disabled retirees have “limited

out that widows “receive the higher of the two annuities,” which generally allows them to benefit from DIC’s tax-exempt status; Strobridge et al., supra note 28. In speaking of her late husband, surviving spouse Mary Craven asserted that “[t]he service caused his death. The service should pay extra for that, rather than cancelling part of the insurance he bought for me. It’s as if they’re saying that it was his own fault he died.”

Similarly, for Sarah Castile, whose husband died in 2011 due to service-related illness, she and her husband paid a total of twenty-six years for the SBP annuity, totaling approximately $90,000. She has now lost approximately $100,000 in expected benefits since her husband’s death: “We’re paying for their death.”

Debra Tainsh, whose husband died of an illness caused by Agent Orange exposure during his service in Vietnam, she receives a monthly income of $2,000 instead of the $3,525 she expected: “It’s a matter of the Department of Defense . . . not being fair by any means to the widows of retired military personnel who died of service-connected issues.”


98 Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (“[T]hat refund [in premiums] doesn’t include interest on premiums paid, often for decades.”). See also Horrell, supra note 9; Strobridge et al., supra note 28; Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17.

99 Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 31 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold Star Wives of America); see also Breaux, supra note 5. According to Kathy Prout, whose late husband died in the line of duty after serving in the Navy for twenty-nine years, the DoD “is not honoring the contract the deceased purchased . . . . People are paying premiums for a benefit they may not get.”

95 Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A. See also U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-HEHS-95-30, VETERANS’ BENEFITS—BASING SURVIVORS’ COMPENSATION ON VETERANS’ DISABILITY IS A VIABLE OPTION 10 (1995) (noting that SBP benefits for the surviving spouses of higher ranking service members “are less likely than the payments of survivors of enlisted personnel to be totally offset by DIC benefits”).


97 SBP Offset for Survivors, supra note 63; see also Breaux, supra note 5. In the case of Debra Tainsh, whose husband died of an illness caused by Agent Orange exposure during his service in Vietnam, she receives a monthly income of $2,000 instead of the $3,525 she expected: “It’s a matter of the Department of Defense . . . not being fair by any means to the widows of retired military personnel who died of service-connected issues.” Id. For additional examples of the financial impact on retirees, see Legislative Presentations of NASDVA, FRA, GSW, BVA, JWV, MOPH, MOAA: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 116th Cong. (2019), https://www.veterans.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/3%20-GSW%20Testimony%2003.12.19.pdf (statement of Crystal Wenum, National President, Gold Star Wives of America).
opportunities to purchase additional life insurance, and [private] policies . . . impose exorbitant premiums,” which makes the decision not to opt out of SBP look more like a contract of adhesion. For others, the lost opportunity to benefit from private life insurance represents an added source of frustration. Take, for example, retired Chief Master Sergeant John Gibbons and his wife, Elly Gibbons, who were entirely unaware of the offset until John passed away from a service-connected illness. At this point, Mrs. Gibbons wished they had invested in a private insurance plan not subject to the federal offset; however, she and her late husband both believed “until too late that the military’s plan was ‘a guaranteed source of income.’”

Between retiree surviving spouses and active duty surviving spouses, the offset arguably penalizes the former to the greatest extent of the law; for years, retiree families elect to forfeit a portion of their monthly retirement check in exchange for a benefit they expect to receive. On the other hand, Congress extended the SBP benefit to active duty surviving spouses in response to the challenges of a sudden, unexpected loss for which a family cannot adequately prepare; thus, the loss of this relatively new entitlement ultimately does little to help those Congress intended for

---

100 Eliminating the Widows' Tax, supra note 10.
101 Some might argue that the Gibbons family could have researched the offset and asked more questions about its potential effect on receipt of SBP before subjecting themselves to its provisions. The problem, in large part, is the uncertainty of DIC payments. Unless a retiree knows at the time of retirement that he or she will succumb to a service-related illness at some point in the future, choosing to remain invested in SBP often seems like the safest and securest financial option available at the time; SBP ensures that whether the survivor dies from a service-connected condition or passes away from unrelated causes, the surviving spouse will receive some financial benefit, though perhaps not as much as the retiree anticipated. Furthermore, despite a persistent lack of knowledge regarding the existence of the offset in the military community, some of the tools now available to families to assist them in planning for the future did not exist at the time retirees chose not to opt out of SBP. See, e.g., SBP Financial Analysis Tools, Off., of the Actuary, https://actuary.defense.gov/Survivor-Benefit-Plans/ (last visited June 12, 2019); My Army Benefits, https://myarmybenefits.us.army.mil/ (last visited June 12, 2019).
102 Hammersly, supra note 21, at 11A. See also Legislative Presentations of NASDVA, FRA, GSW, BVA, JWV, MOPH, MOAA: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans' Affairs, 116th Cong. (2019), https://www.veterans.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/3%20-%20GSW%20Testimony%2003.12.19.pdf (statement of Douglas Greenlaw, National Commander, Military Order of the Purple Heart) (referring to SBP as a "personal decision by each retiree to sacrifice a portion they receive over their lifetime in order to provide some financial stability to their survivors . . . similar to the decision to purchase a life insurance policy").
In theory at least, SBP has the potential to provide an invaluable “income supplement” to active duty surviving spouses, many of whom “are on the move, and . . . don’t have steady careers.” As the last two decades of patriotic fervor suggest, supporting the sacrifices of active duty family members who “have to put down roots every few years in a new place, make new friends, [and] learn new school systems . . . alone” is the equivalent of supporting the troops themselves. Due to the interplay of SBP and DIC, however, most surviving spouses never see a dime of what Congress authorized them to receive in recognition of the exigencies of military life after September 11th. Surviving spouse Traci Voelke, whose husband was killed in Afghanistan, summarized the human cost for those families who have already sacrificed more than most: “I lost my husband in the middle of his career, along with his income and earning potential. Without the additional SBP, my monthly payments aren’t even half of what he was earning.”

---

103 Hearing on S. 979 Before the S. Subcomm. on Pers. of the Comm. of Armed Servs., 115th Cong. 4 (2016) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Surviving Spouse) (quoting former Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison) (noting that Congress “recognized that those active duty service members who died the youngest paid the ‘highest price’ and made the ‘greatest sacrifice’”).

104 Harkins, supra note 63 (quoting surviving spouse Traci Voelke).

105 Id.

106 See Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 31 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold Star Wives of America) (noting that “this expanded SBP eligibility [is] a hollow benefit to the younger widows” because practically all active duty deaths result in the survivor receiving the equivalent of a DIC payment due to the mandatory SBP reduction); see also Questionnaire Answers of Theresa Morehead, surviving spouse of Master Sergeant Kevin Morehead (Oct. 24, 2018) (on file with author) (“I feel cheated in more ways than you can imagine.”). Put another way, because most active duty deaths are considered to be “in the line of duty,” active duty surviving spouses qualify for DIC and, therefore, are subject to the SBP-DIC offset. For a more detailed discussion on line-of-duty determinations and their effect on the receipt of benefits, see Major Aaron Lancaster, Line of Duty Investigations: Battered, Broken, and in Need of Reform, 225 MIL. LAW REV. 597 (2017); Major Melvin L. Williams, In the Line of Duty? A Primer on Line of Duty Determinations and the Impact on Benefits for Soldiers and Families, ARMY LAW., Nov. 2014, at 20.

107 Harkins, supra note 63; Cf. Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 77 (2005) (statement of Hon. Charles S. Abell, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense) (asserting that “taken together, the surviving spouse with minor children will typically qualify for monthly benefits that are equal to or even exceed the former income of the member”). See supra note 76, discussing the problems inherent in attempting to extend SBP, a retirement benefit, to the active duty survivor population. Again, perhaps lawmakers should have considered
Although personal anecdotes provide powerful examples of the human consequences of the offset, the numbers also speak volumes. Consider, for instance, a retired Lieutenant Colonel (O-5) who served on active duty for twenty-two years. Theoretically, his retiree-purchased SBP annuities would total $26,974 annually at the time of his death. For service-connected deaths, however, DIC totals approximately $14,580 per year. As a result, his surviving spouse loses the difference of $12,394 and keeps only the total amount of DIC, which although the higher of the two amounts, still results in an almost fifty percent reduction in potential benefits. Similarly, on the active duty side, for a Staff Sergeant (E-6) with fourteen years of active duty service, annual SBP annuities would equate to $15,271, but DIC payments total $14,580 annually. Thus, the Staff Sergeant’s surviving spouse receives $15,271, the higher of the two amounts, but he will still pay taxes on the $691 difference between the two benefits.108

A key point of contention among surviving military spouses is the fact that other service members, survivors, and surviving spouses of federal employees are not “penalized” for receipt of two separate benefits.109 Former Senator Bill Nelson, who was once an insurance commissioner, stated that he knows of “no purchased annuity [like SBP] that would deny payment based on receipt of a different payment.”110 Framed this way, the SBP-DIC is a blatant inequity. Notably, “no other federal surviving spouse is required to forfeit his or her federal annuity because military service caused his or her sponsor’s death.”111 Although recipients of other concurrent federal benefits previously faced similar limitations, Congress has since eliminated comparable offsets. For example, before 2004, the “VA offset” prevented veterans from collecting both retirement pay and increasing DIC payments in accordance with spousal income to cover the unanticipated costs of losing a young service member and his or her future earning potential. Instead, however, conflating the circumstances of retiree Families with those of active duty surviving spouses has only created more confusion and frustration among these two populations regarding what they are entitled to receive and why.

108 Examples are adapted from the SBP and DIC figures provided in Strobridge et al., supra note 28. Note that these figures are based on prior calendar year rates for retirement pay purposes and DIC. Current DIC rates total $1,319.04 per month and $15,828.48 per year. See Dependency and Indemnity Compensation – Effective 12/1/18, supra note 69. For a similar example using current retirement, SBP, and DIC rates, see infra Appendix A.

109 See Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A.

110 Philpott, supra note 21.

111 Boldrin, supra note 84.
VA disability pay; however, veterans who are at least fifty percent disabled and retired after twenty years can now collect both benefits.112

Similarly, when a disabled former service members retires from the Federal Civil Service, “the survivor [is] entitled to both the Civil Service survivor benefit and DIC, with no offset.”113 Kayce Lee, the surviving spouse of an active duty service member who died during physical training in 2011, finds this discrepancy particularly galling; she noted “[t]he widows of federal civil service employees do not have [an] offset, nor would your wife if you died while a Congressman.”114 In addition, if surviving children are designated as SBP beneficiaries, “the surviving

112 See Concurrent Retirement and Disability Pay (CRDP), DEF. FIN. AND ACCT. SERV., https://www.dfas.mil/retiredmilitary/disability/crdp.html (last visited June 12, 2019). See also CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 14 (2011) (“[S]ome have claimed that if concurrent receipt or “special pays” for military retirees is allowed, such should also be afforded their survivors.”); McCarl, supra note 6, at 417 (“Concurrent Retirement and Disability Pay replaced Special Compensation Pay for Severely Disabled Military Retirees and is a ten-year phase-in program, designed for military retirees with 50% to 100% disability ratings to receive full concurrent benefits by 2014.”); Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A. (“Congress changed the VA offset law in 2004 to allow veterans who were at least 50 percent disabled and retired after 20 years to collect both benefits without penalty.”); Philpott, supra note 21 (pointing out that the same military retirees advising lawmakers on the SBP-DIC offset “have themselves gotten legislative relief from dual compensation laws and the lifting of bans on concurrent receipt of both military retired pay and VA disability compensation”). See generally Findings of the President’s Commission on Care for America’s Returning Wounded Warriors: Hearing Before the H.R. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 110th Cong. (2007).

113 Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 31 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold Star Wives of America); see also Legislative Presentations of NASDVA, FRA, GSW, BVA, JWV, MOPH, MOAA: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 116th Cong. (2019), https://www.veterans.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/3%-20%GSW%20Testimony%2003.12.19.pdf (statement of Crystal Wenum, National President, Gold Star Wives of America) (“Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) increases have been the only change in DIC since the flat rate was implemented in 1993. When DIC is compared to payments to surviving spouses of other federal employees, DIC lags behind by almost 12%.”); Atkins, supra note 75 (“No other federal annuity is structured with this offset; DIC is not deducted from federal survivor annuities for military veterans in civil service jobs.”); Strobridge et al., supra note 28 (“No survivors of civilian retirees who also are disabled military veterans and die of a service-connected cause must forfeit any of their purchased survivor benefits to receive DIC.”); The Widow’s Tax, supra note 5 (emphasizing that “no other federal annuity [is] structured with this offset”).

114 Breaux, supra note 5. Kayce Lee also noted that her drastic change in financial circumstances has been an incredibly difficult adjustment: “We went from my husband making close to $4,000 a month, to no husband or daddy period.” Id.
spouse avoids any offsets from the receipt of [DIC],115 subject to age and disability cut-offs associated with minor SBP recipients.116 In this scenario, the surviving spouse has the option of collecting DIC while designating a child as the SBP beneficiary until the child reaches the age of eighteen.117 Even in this configuration, however, the surviving spouse is eventually limited to DIC as their sole source of income because the SBP benefit terminates when the child reaches the age of majority.118 Thus, in the case of a child who is already fourteen years old at the time of the service member’s death, the family collectively receives four years of “concurrent” SBP and DIC payments, followed by a lifetime of less than $1,500 in monthly income for the surviving spouse.119 For surviving spouses without children at the time of the active duty service member’s death, there is no equivalent option for temporary relief; the offset takes effect immediately.120 Thus, despite the prevalence of “support our

115 CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 12 (2011); see also Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (noting that children and parents of armed forces members are also exempt from any equivalent of the offset, as are “survivors of other federal workers who die in connection with their service”); Eliminating the Widows’ Tax, supra note 10 (emphasizing the offset does not apply to surviving military children, only to the spouse); Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17 (explaining the exception for military children).

116 Due to these age cut-offs, designating a child as the recipient of the SBP benefit is not, in most cases, a viable option for the majority of retiree surviving spouses. See CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 6 (2011) (“A child becomes ineligible for an SBP benefit upon reaching age 18 (or 22, if a full-time student). A child who marries becomes ineligible to receive SBP benefits regardless of age.”).


119 See SBP Costs and Benefits Spouse Coverage, MIL. COMPENSATION, https://militarypay.defense.gov/Benefits/Survivor-Benefit-Program/Costs-and-Benefits/Spouse-Coverage/ (last visited June 12, 2019) (noting that SBP is “designed to provide a lifetime monthly income for your surviving spouse after you die”) (emphasis added).

troops” rhetoric,¹²¹ in perhaps the ultimate irony, “[m]ilitary spouses are
the only ones subject to this offset in the entire government.”¹²²

As if these discrepancies weren’t enough, a federal appeals holding
delivered another “slap in the face” to the already beleaguered widow
community and, in doing so, created yet another inequity.¹²³ Though
worded somewhat unartfully, the DIC statute, as amended in 2003, states:

[I]n the case of an individual who is eligible for
dependency and indemnity compensation under this

¹²¹ See, e.g., Show Your Support for America’s Troops and Their Families, USO,
https://secure.uso.org/OM_RGR?sc=WF18SRCH68&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=
cpc&utm_campaign=Search_Nonbrand_Donate&utm_term=military%20%20Btroops&utm
content=Donate-Troops (last visited June 12, 2019); SUPPORT OUR TROOPS,
https://supportourtroops.org/ (last visited June 12, 2019). See also Lisa Hammersly,
Military Widows, Including Those in Arkansas, Still Fighting to Get Annuity with New
Congress, Work Starts Anew, ARK. DEMOCRAT GAZETTE (Dec. 30, 2018, 4:30 AM),
a/?news-national&fbclid=IwAR07iEJyPDn0-
YCBY_JkJKwevb7QgVNRDUlU9 0hrZDNUnyBHhVUAM0nU0 (describing how
some surviving spouses “cringe[] to hear congressional members and president speak
glowingly of their support for military members and families”).
¹²² Berquist, supra note 11. For a detailed explanation of how SBP and DIC benefits
compare generally to those available in the civilian sector, see Christensen, supra note
10, at 27 (comparing benefits by salary level and employer type, including federal,
military, large private employers, and small private employers); Hosek et al., supra note
8, at 45 (concluding that cumulative SBP benefits tend to be comparable or greater than
those benefits offered to survivors of federal civilian employees under FERS and those
offered to survivors of private industry employees); Mackin et al., supra note 75, at 66
(comparing death benefits across employers, to include military service members, federal
civilian employees, contractors, and county police officers); U.S. Gov’t
Accountability Off., GAO-10-62, Analysis of VA Compensation Levels for
Survivors of Veterans and Servicemembers 6 (2009) (finding that DIC generally
provides higher payments than the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) and the
Federal Employees’ Retirement System (FERS)) but that DIC payments are typically
lower than “payments to comparably paid federal employees under the federal workers’
compensation program known as [the Federal Employees’ Retirement System (FERS)]”;
U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., GAO-04-814, Survivor Benefits for
(concluding that military survivor benefits compare in type but not amount to benefits
offered by federal, state, and city government entities who die in the line of duty and
noting specifically that supplemental benefits paid to survivors of deceased government
employees in high-risk occupations “can result in lump sum and recurring payments . . .
being generally higher than those for survivors of servicemembers”).
¹²³ See Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A. See also Boldrin, supra note 84; Survivor
Advocacy Issues, supra note 17 (noting that “no other federal survivor is required to
remarry to avoid a reduction in his or her survivor annuity eligibility”).
section by reason of [remarriage after the age of 57] who is also eligible for benefits under another provision of law by reason of such individual’s status as the surviving spouse of a veteran, then . . . no reduction in benefits under such other provision of law shall be made by reason of such individuals’ eligibility under this section.124

Thus, as of 1 January 2004, surviving spouses who remarry after attaining the age of fifty-seven are technically no longer subject to the SBP-DIC offset and can collect full SBP and DIC payments simultaneously.125 This “bizarre” technicality126 is the combined result of the Veterans Benefit Act of 2003, federal law, and Sharp v. United States, a 2009 federal appeals case that reiterated what the plain language of the law already stated.127 Although the government in Sharp argued that Congress could not have possibly intended to implement this “ridiculous remarriage rule,”128 the court found otherwise, citing the lower court’s opinion: “The 2003 legislation in all likelihood reflected Congress’s intent to repeal the DIC-SBP offset for a small group of surviving spouses as a first step, until such time as Congress could be persuaded to repeal the offset altogether.”129 Not surprisingly, the appellees won. Not only did the court hold that the law is written to allow for receipt of both benefits for surviving spouses who remarry after age fifty-seven, but the government also had to pay thousands of dollars in back pay to the appellees for years of denied benefits.130

125 See CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 13 (2011); Boldrin, supra note 84.
126 Caruso, supra note 5; see also Boldrin, supra note 84 (calling the remarriage offset elimination rule “odd”); Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17 (referring to the Sharp holding as the “ultimate irony”).
128 Horrell, supra note 9 (calling the remarriage offset elimination rule a “strangely-written law”).
129 Sharp v. United States, 82 Fed. Cl. 222, 227, n. 1 (2008) [hereinafter Sharp I]. The Sharp II court noted that the statutory provision allowing for the receipt of both benefits upon remarriage after age fifty-seven, may “represent[] a first step in an effort to eventually enact full repeal. After all, the servicemember paid for both benefits: SBP with premiums; DIC with his life.” Sharp II, 580 F.3d at 1239.
130 Sharp II, 580 F.3d at 1235; Sharp I, 82 Fed. Cl. at 23.
Although an apparent victory for a small subset of surviving spouses, many others feel that current law, as clarified by *Sharp*, “punishes” those who remarry before age fifty-five by ending their SBP and DIC eligibility and punishes those age fifty-seven or older who do not remarry by continuing to impose the offset. Optimistic advocates continue to hope that the *Sharp* holding “at least opened the door to the possibility of receiving both annuities,” but, after ten years, that possibility has yet to come to fruition.

Ultimately, the uncomfortable and frequently-avoided questions shrouding the offset boil down as follows: what is it about a remarried surviving spouse’s situation that makes her or him so different from every other potential beneficiary, including children and parents? The offset cannot be premised solely on presumed financial security at the time of remarriage or else the *Sharp* remarriage exception would be meaningless. Furthermore, why is a remarried widow severed from all financial connections to her first spouse while a divorced spouse, in contrast, continues to retain an interest in her former husband’s retirement income? Consider, for instance, a former spouse whose marriage overlapped for any period of time with her ex-husband’s active duty service. Under these circumstances, the former spouse may still receive up to fifty percent of the member’s retired pay. Thus, “a discrepancy exists between that of a widow and that of a divorcee. Upon remarriage, that divorcee is still entitled to half of her husband’s retired pay. Upon remarriage, a widow is not entitled to anything...” If divorcees can seek SBP benefits during divorce proceedings without offsetting any other sources of income, one has to wonder why legally married spouses are made to feel as if they are

131 *SBP Offset for Survivors, supra* note 63; Telephone Interview with Laura Monk, surviving spouse of Specialist Austin Monk (Nov. 4, 2018) (noting that although she is in a committed relationship with another service member with whom she has a daughter, the loss of all benefits deters her from considering remarriage before the age of fifty-seven).
131 McCarl, supra note 6, at 419.
asking for more than they have earned.\footnote{See, e.g., Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 31 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold Star Wives of America).} Given the government’s adamant pledge to care for the families of the fallen,\footnote{See, e.g., Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 79 (2005) (statement of Hon. Charles S. Abell, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense) (“Our objective is to ensure that we fully support our servicemembers when we send them in harm’s way, and that we properly support the family’s needs if the servicemember dies on active duty.”).} the persistence of the offset also leaves one wondering whether this disparate treatment of surviving spouses has—or will have—negative effects on recruiting future generations of service members. Due to the alarming lack of knowledge of the offset, the answer, for now, is still to be determined.\footnote{See, e.g., MACKIN ET AL., supra note 75, at 30 (“There is no available evidence linking the level of survivor benefits to recruiting and retention behavior.”). But see id. at 39 (noting that certain additional benefits recognizing the risks of service “could conceivably improve recruiting and retention into the military’s most hazardous front-line jobs”).} On its face, however, the SBP-DIC offset raises questions about the military’s commitment to “taking care of its own” when the families of those who die in connection with service are treated as second-class citizens for benefits purposes.\footnote{See Hearing on S. 979 Before the S. Subcomm. on Pers. of the Comm. of Armed Servs., 115th Cong. 5 (2016) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Surviving Spouse) (describing the loss of SBP compensation as a “disservice,” both to the service member who makes the ultimate sacrifice and to the family members for whom this service member “may not now be able to provide”). This discrepancy raises other troubling questions about the persistence of the offset: is it a sign that society still views widows, particularly those over the age of fifty-seven, as being reliant on their husbands for financial support? Alternatively, does it mean that lawmakers consider remarriage an “invalidation” of the widow’s first marriage? In theory, the very existence of the widow’s first marriage entitled her to long-term financial benefits like SBP and DIC. Why then does the continued receipt of any earned benefits after remarriage appear to be premised on what is essentially a lifestyle choice? Is the point of the law to disincentive remarriage or, at the very least, force widows to wait until after turning fifty-seven to take this step? For many surviving spouses, both young and old, that certainly seems to be the message. See, e.g., Telephone Interview with Dawn Wilson, surviving spouse of Captain Patrick Wilson (Nov. 3, 2018) (stating that the remarriage and offset rules are particularly harsh for young widows, who stand to lose over $1 million if they choose to remarry before the age of fifty-seven). Interestingly, other countries have “recognized the remarriage concern” and “have taken steps to alleviate the remarriage issues.” Legislative Presentations of NASDVA, FRA, GSW, BVA, JWV, MOPH, MOAA: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 116th Cong. (2019), https://www.veterans.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/3%20-} The DoD—and the Government generally—cannot
have it both ways: either they are committed to providing in full for these families or they are not, in which case survivors deserve to hear the truth so that they might divert their relief efforts elsewhere.

Whether couched in the dire financial challenges faced by many surviving families or general principles of equity, the consequences of the SBP-DIC offset for surviving families are palpable. Affected spouses insist they are not seeking a “handout,” but, rather, recognition of a sacrifice that is unique to military service.139 Despite successful efforts at reform for other concurrent federal beneficiaries, the SBP-DIC offset remains unique in its unforgiving application to retiree and active duty surviving spouses alike; as advocates often point out, “[w]hile retired members pay SBP premiums, earlier active duty deaths often cause[] more family disruption and financial penalties. In each case, military service extract[s] the ultimate premium from member and spouse—the very life of the servicemember.”140

III. Implementation of the Special Survivors Indemnity Allowance (SSIA)

A. The Genesis of the SSIA

To further complicate matters, those surviving spouses whose DIC payments are reduced by SBP are also eligible for another related benefit: the Special Survivor Indemnity Allowance (SSIA).141 Special Survivor Indemnity Allowance is “an additional taxable benefit meant to partially make up for the compensation lost due to the offset.”142

---

139 Caruso, supra note 5. As surviving spouse Sarah Castile emphasized, “[w]e are not asking for welfare . . . . We have paid both in the loss of military spouse due to serving our country and in premiums paid for many years.” Id.

140 Eliminate the Widows Tax (SBP-DIC Offset), supra note 29.

141 Steele, supra note 50, at 45; see also Guide to Survivor Benefits, supra note 57, at 9.

142 Survivor Benefit Plan, supra note 40. See also KRISTY N. KAMARCK & BARBARA SALAZAR TORREON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL45325, MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: BACKGROUND AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 18 (2018) (noting that SBP and SSIA are both taxable benefits, unlike DIC, which is non-taxable).
introduced SSIA in the NDAA for FY 2008. Although the original authorization contained a sunset provision, the NDAA for FY 2018 implemented SSIA as a permanent benefit. Because SSIA technically offsets the DIC offset, some refer to it as the offset to the offset or a “stop gap measure.” At the outset, SSIA was intended only as a temporary solution “in hopes of eliminating the SBP-DIC offset.” Given its permanent implementation, however, the future of full repeal now appears as uncertain as ever.

B. Dollar Value of SSIA

In its infancy, the SSIA annuity totaled only $50 a month with payments set to increase to $100 by 2014. Lawmakers then extended the benefit and again increased SSIA payments in staggered increments from 2014 through 2017, at which point the SSIA reached a high of $310 per month. In any given month, the amount of SSIA may not exceed the annuity amount subject to the DIC offset. For those spouses who elect to transfer SBP to their children, there is no SBP-DIC offset; thus, these survivors do not receive SSIA.
At its core, SSIA serves as a “rebate, giving spouses about 25 percent of what they lose from the SBP/DIC offset.”\textsuperscript{152} For eligible beneficiaries, this translates roughly to an additional $3,700 each year.\textsuperscript{153} Compared with what the majority of these spouses would receive without the offset, however, this “modest rebate” is viewed as somewhat insulting.\textsuperscript{154} Thus, despite the best intentions of the lawmakers who originally crafted this “special” financial benefit, the current $318 “rebate” is generally considered “a poor effort at restitution.”\textsuperscript{155}

C. Practical Consequences and Long-Term Prognosis

Some long-time advocates of offset repeal are optimistic that the SSIA represents “one foot in the door.”\textsuperscript{156} Although a 2008 House Armed Services Committee press release referred to SSIA as the “latest step” in the quest to eliminate the widow’s tax offset,\textsuperscript{157} other advocates fear Congressional leaders—and even some widows—consider the issue moot.\textsuperscript{158} The press release promised that the House Committee “will continue to explore every opportunity to pursue legislation that brings us closer to eliminating the ‘widow’s tax.’”\textsuperscript{159} Ten years after the initial

\textsuperscript{152} Harkins, supra note 63. The DoD estimates that “about 3,000 of 64,000 survivors impacted—those who are older and saw sponsors opt for minimal SBP coverage—have been made whole by the SSIA.” Philpott, supra note 21 Note that critics consider SSIA a form of “triple-dipping” in that surviving spouses receive three benefits—SBP, DIC, and SSIA—for the same period of service. CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 15 (2011).

\textsuperscript{153} Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A; see also Shane III, supra note 93 (pointing out that $3,700 is still “only a fraction of their offset losses”).

\textsuperscript{154} Eliminate the Widows Tax (SBP-DIC Offset), supra note 29.

\textsuperscript{155} The Widow’s Tax, supra note 5; Questionnaire Answers of Katie Utley, surviving spouse of Captain Daniel Utley (Oct. 23, 2018) (on file with author) (“I feel like the ‘stop gap’ is a joke. [Congress] recognize[s] it is wrong and validate[s] the issue by paying the small amount of money owed, but will not end it completely or take steps to end it.”); Telephone Interview with Laura Monk, surviving spouse of Specialist Austin Monk (Nov. 4, 2018) (describing how SSIA feels like a “band aid on a really big wound, like Congress is saying ‘here’s this—we’re very sorry’”). See also Strobridge et al., supra note 28 (describing the outrage of those who qualify for the offset). As surviving spouse Mary Craven pointed out, “[i]t’s almost an insult to take away $1,215 and then expect us to be grateful to get back $90 in FY 2013.” Id.

\textsuperscript{156} Ostrom, supra note 21 (noting that the Sharp case is “another foot in the door”).

\textsuperscript{157} SBP Offset for Survivors, supra note 63.

\textsuperscript{158} Ostrom, supra note 21 (explaining that the permanent implementation of SSIA may “leav[e] full repeal of the offset forever out of reach”); Philpott, supra note 21.

\textsuperscript{159} SBP Offset for Survivors, supra note 63.
implementation of SSIA, however, repeal of the offset remains out of reach;\textsuperscript{160} in fact, with the permanent implementation of SSIA, the issue is, in the minds of some Congressional leaders, resolved.\textsuperscript{161} Given recent budget crises, SSIA, both in its temporary and permanent forms, may represent the extent of Congress’ willingness to address the issue.\textsuperscript{162} Tellingly, the House of Representatives failed to offer a solution to the pending expiration of SSIA in its version of the FY 2018 NDAA,\textsuperscript{163} calling into question lawmakers’ genuine commitment to further reform.\textsuperscript{164}

Although the House version of the FY 2018 NDAA noted that Congress must work to eliminate the widows’ tax entirely, this language simply parroted the promises of previous Congressional committees.\textsuperscript{165} The practical concern, as always, is cost: the permanent implementation of SSIA is estimated to require approximately $2.8 billion in funding over

\textsuperscript{160} See Caruso, \textit{supra} note 5 (noting that “SSIA was initiated . . . with the expectation that the total offset would be settled within the 10-year period, but Congress has failed to do that”).

\textsuperscript{161} Philpott, \textit{supra} note 21. Congressional leaders expressed confusion when The Military Coalition—one of many advocacy groups—continued to list resolving the SBP-DIC offset as a legislative priority because lawmakers mistakenly believed the offset had already been eliminated with the implementation of SSIA. \textit{Id.} See also Ostrom, \textit{supra} note 21.

\textsuperscript{162} Ostrom, \textit{supra} note 21 (noting that despite acknowledging the offset is “wrong,” Congress authorized SSIA as a supplemental payment and “compromise” in order to avoid eliminating the offset due to prohibitive costs); see also Shane, \textit{supra} note 93 (calling SSIA a “partial fix to an ongoing benefits problem that has frustrated military advocates for decades”).

\textsuperscript{163} H.R. REP. NO. 114-404, at 838–39 (2017) (Conf. Rep.) (noting that the House version of the NDAA included only an “express[ion] of the sense of Congress that the [SSIA] was created as a stop gap measure” while “[t]he Senate amendment contained a provision . . . that would amend section 1450 of title 10, United States Code, to permanently extend the authority to pay the [SSIA] . . . .”). See also Berquist, \textit{supra} note 11.

\textsuperscript{164} See Shane, \textit{supra} note 93 (“House lawmakers had made finding a solution to the SSIA issue a priority in negotiations this year, given the pending May 2018 expiration of the program.”).

\textsuperscript{165} H.R. REP. NO. 115-200, pt. 1, at 145 (“This section would also state that the dollar-for-dollar reduction in payments to surviving spouses should be fully repealed at the first opportunity.”). \textit{See also, e.g.,} H.R. REP. NO. 111-89, at 72 (2009) (Conf. Rep.) (“Congress recognized the injustice of the SBP-DIC offset in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008 when it authorized a special payment to SBP-DIC-affected survivors, but this payment is far below the full amount that is offset.”); \textit{David F. Burrell & Jennifer R. Corwell, Cong. Research Serv., RL32769, Military Death Benefits: Status and Proposals 6} (2006) (pointing out that the “[l]anguage . . . in the Senate version of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2006 to repeal this offset . . . was dropped by the Conference Committee”); \textit{Robert Tomkin, Fact Sheet No. 112-6, Defense Authorization for FY 2012} 50 (2011), LEXISNEXIS.
the next decade.\textsuperscript{166} The fact that lawmakers have already struggled to fund this minimal benefit, much less full repeal, is further proof that meaningful reform remains a distant goal.\textsuperscript{167}

IV. Current Status of the Offset and Potential Solutions

As surviving spouses have long pointed out, why have both the SBP and DIC if one benefit wipes out the other?\textsuperscript{168} Advocates and lawmakers alike have offered possible alternatives to the offset, though many advocates understandably hesitate to push for anything less than full repeal.\textsuperscript{169} Critics maintain that repeal will allow survivors to “double” or even “triple-dip” into federal benefits,\textsuperscript{170} while surviving spouses continue

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{166} Shane, supra note 93.  \\
\textsuperscript{167} Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17. Rep. Susan Davis introduced and later withdrew an amendment to increase TRICARE pharmacy fees for all beneficiaries in an effort to fund SSIA, which drew sharp criticism from various advocates. \textit{Id. See also} Shane, supra note 93 (describing the disappointment of MOAA President, Dana Atkins, at the idea that the funding solution for SSIA “[may] require[] military beneficiaries, not the government, to bear the costs”). Under Rep. Davis’ proposal, co-pays for name-brand drugs would almost double, and co-pays for generic drugs would increase from $10 to $14, thereby creating nearly $3 billion in revenue over the next eight years. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{168} See Harkins, supra note 63 (quoting Mary Craven, the surviving spouse of an Air Force officer who died from a service-connected illness in 1978).

\textsuperscript{169} See, e.g., Atkins, supra note 5. Other proposed alternatives to repeal of the offset include the following: (1) instituting a single death benefit for all active duty deaths, Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 27 (2005) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Member, Gold Star Wives of America); (2) eliminating the offset for surviving spouses of retirees who paid SBP premiums while maintaining the offset for survivors of active duty service members, Tom Philpott, Widows Left Out of ‘Concurrent Receipt’ Reforms, MONTGOMERY ADVERTISER (Mar. 4, 2007); (3) adding a new SBP option under which members would fully fund SBP costs in exchange for elimination of the offset, \textit{Final Report of the Military Compensation and Retirement Modernization Commission} 44–45 (2015), https://docs.house.gov/meetings/AS/AS00/20150204/102859/HHRG-114-AS00-20150204-SD001.pdf; \textit{see also} KRISTY N. KAMARCK & BARBARA SALAZAR TORREON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL45325, MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: BACKGROUND AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 19 (2018).

\textsuperscript{170} CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 14 (2011). The authors of this report describe the concept of double-dipping as follows:

Critics contend that concurrent receipt was originally barred because Congress viewed it as “double dipping” or paying someone twice for the same period of service. These critics reason that allowing concurrent receipt to the retiree or the retiree’s survivor are forms of
to stress the inequity of the offset in comparison with other concurrent benefit recipients, a tactic which, to date, has gained little headway.\textsuperscript{171}

\textit{Id.} See also Benefits for Survivors: Is America Fulfilling Lincoln’s Charge to Care for the Families of Those Killed in the Line of Duty?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Veterans’ Affairs, 109th Cong. 87 (2005) (statement of Thomas R. Tower, Assistant Director of Compensation, Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense) (noting that because “[b]oth SBP and [DIC] for active duty deaths are fully funded by the Government . . . the offset of DIC from SBP avoids the duplication of Government benefits”); KRISTY N. KAMARCK & BARBARA SALAZAR TORREON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL45325, MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: BACKGROUND AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 19 (2018) (describing how critics argue that “because the federal government pays the full DIC cost and subsidizes the SBP coverage, allowing survivors to receive both SBP and DIC is inherently unfair to the taxpayer”); MACKIN ET AL., supra note 75, at iv (noting that the key argument against elimination of the offset is “that both DIC and SBP provide a disability annuity to survivors and would therefore constitute dual compensation”); Memorandum from Deputy Assistant Sec’y of Navy to Co-Chairmen, Sec’y of the Navy’s Retiree Council, subject: Secretariat Response to the 2015 Sec’y of the Navy’s’ Retiree Council Report (12 Aug. 2016) (arguing that eliminating the offset “would create inequity compared to beneficiaries who are not eligible for both by creating a group of survivors receiving two government-subsidized survivor annuities”); Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (noting that “Department of Defense spokesmen have argued that it wouldn’t be fair for these widows and widowers to collect both benefits when other survivor usually are entitled to one or the other”). But see MACKIN ET AL., supra note 75, at 6 (listing Servicemember Group Life Insurance (SGLI) as one of several “income replacement military benefits). Although SGLI is not a traditional annuity but, rather, a one-time lump sum payment, one has to wonder why opponents of repeal do not argue that receipt of SGLI for active-duty surviving spouses is also a form of “double,” “triple,” or even “quadruple” dipping.\textsuperscript{171}

The creaky logic behind the offset is that widows, though rightly compensated for loss of a spouse from service-related injury or ailment, shouldn’t also get a government-subsidized annuity. That logic collapsed a decade ago when Congress ended a similar ban on “concurrent receipt” for military retirees who qualify both for longevity retirement and VA compensation for serious service-connected disabilities or combat-related injuries or ailments . . . . Most members of Congress agree but so far leaders refuse to remove the offset, citing costs.
Despite recognition of the risks inherent in military service and the emphasis on honoring the sacrifices of survivors, the SBP-DIC offset persists with no clear end in sight. The vicious cycle of promises and inaction over the last few decades raises some troubling questions: do lawmakers simply not care about this population? Are there too few vocal opponents who are willing to bang on Congress’ doors until their demands are met? Do lawmakers require more raw data to be convinced to take action? Or perhaps the simplest of explanations is ultimately the only one that matters: lawmakers remain unwilling to divert funds from another project or population, nor will they impose new taxes to generate additional revenue, thereby leaving repeal of the offset forever beyond reach.

Id.

172 See, e.g., MACKIN ET AL., supra note 75, at 39 (explaining that “none of the benefits available to survivors of members who die on active duty recognize deaths directly related to the hazardous nature of military service). As the authors note, “survivors of a member who dies of an illness are eligible for the same benefits as the survivors of a member who is killed in action,” nor does the equivalent of a workers’ compensation death benefit exist. Id.

173 Despite advocacy efforts urging lawmakers to “do the right thing,” arguments premised on “moral obligation” or “equity and justice” have proven ineffective to date. See, e.g., Hearing on S. 979 Before the S. Subcomm. on Pers. of the Comm. of Armed Servs., 115th Cong. 10 (2016) (statement of Edith G. Smith, Surviving Spouse) (noting that “[c]orrecting this offset . . . is a moral obligation that now stands before Congress and the President”); Lisa Hammersly, Issues with Law, Congress’ Lack of Action, ARK. DEMOCRAT GAZETTE (Dec. 30, 2018, 3:20 AM), https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2018/dec/30/widow-s-tax-issues-in-congress-20181230/?news-arkansas (quoting Kathy Prout, founder of the SBP-DIC Offset Facebook group, who asserts that “[t]he moral compass has gone askew . . . [Congress] could fix this.”). For example, financial analyst Kate Horrell points out that those who claim that surviving spouses lose money due to the offset are incorrect: “You just don’t get MORE money due to the offset.” See Horrell, supra note 9. In responding to user comments, Horrell also makes the following assertions regarding the “losing money” argument:

[It is] factually incorrect, and it hurts the cause of repealing the offset to continue [to repeat] it . . . Survivors and lobbying group have been trying for years to repeal the offset using emotionally charged testimony and claiming that they’re “losing” money. It’s been unsuccessful so far, and I believe that is in part because of the tactics being used. Congress, and its staffers, are interested in factually accurate information. It weakens the case to repeal the offset to present math that just doesn’t add up.

Id.
A. The Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Department of Defense Budget

Not surprisingly, money is almost always the reason for doing—or not doing—anything to effectuate change. Notwithstanding the Army’s prediction that the military be prepared to do “more with less,” the FY 2019 DoD budget was one of the “biggest defense budgets in modern American history,” if not “the largest.” With $686 billion of the FY 2019 $716 billion defense funding budget dedicated to the DoD, the armed forces enjoyed an $82 billion increase in spending compared with FY 2018. Despite a dramatic slowdown in recent combat deployments, this defense budget rivals spending surges used to fund troop buildups in 2003 and 2008 during the height of Global War on Terror. Interestingly, the budget is also approximately $60 billion more than what was originally requested for 2018, though some lawmakers feel it is still “not enough to fix the problems.” Whether it proves to be “enough” is yet to be determined; regardless, the fact remains that since President Trump took office, “the defense budget will have grown by $133 billion, or 23 percent.”

176 Myre, supra note 22.
178 Stein, supra note 175.
179 Myre, supra note 22; see also Lawrence J. Korb, Trump’s Defense Budget, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS (Feb. 28, 2018, 9:02 AM), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/security/news/2018/02/28/447248/trumps-defense-budget/ (comparing the current budget to FY 2010 when the United States still had more than 200,000 troops deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan).
180 Daniel Goure, Can Trump Rebuild the Military as Deficits Balloon?, BREAKING DEF. (Oct. 18, 2018, 3:53 PM), https://breakingdefense.com/2018/10/can-trump-rebuild-the-military-as-deficits-balloon/. See also Myre, supra note 22 (noting that the budget increase is “more than the Trump administration originally requested”).
181 Myre, supra note 22 (quoting Rep. Mac Thornberry, the head of the House Armed Services Committee).
182 Korb, supra note 179. Cf. Stein, supra note 175 (noting that the “increase in military spending is one of the largest in modern U.S. history, jumping by 9.3 percent from 2017 to 2019”) (emphasis added).
Less than one month after President Trump approved the FY 2019 budget, however, he announced that the FY 2020 defense budget will likely drop to approximately $700 billion due to exorbitant increases in the national deficit. Furthermore, because spending caps implemented pursuant to the Budget Control Act of 2011 will resume in 2020, additional funds for new or previously unfunded projects will likely be limited. Theoretically, funding the repeal of the SBP-DIC offset would be simple if military budgets continue to increase or, at the very least, remain at current levels. Given predictions for the future state of the DoD budget, however, repeal seems unlikely in the short term. Thus, despite continued calls for elimination of the SBP-DIC offset, advocates may find that their opportunity to capitalize on the all-time high in defense spending has passed, which raises questions about the alternatives to full repeal.

B. Prognosis for Repeal and Reform

1. Option 1: Repeal the Current Law

Despite expected budgetary constraints, dedicated advocates will almost certainly continue to push for nothing less than full repeal of the SBP-DIC offset. These hardened survivors already have plenty of experience with arguing to myriad audiences that surviving spouses should receive their full SBP annuity in addition to DIC. Multiple
advocacy groups have poured many years and thousands of dollars into the fight to repeal the current law;\textsuperscript{187} individuals affected by the offset’s provisions have petitioned to raise awareness of the issue;\textsuperscript{188} and a Facebook group designed to promote awareness and encourage lobbying efforts currently has over 1,800 members.\textsuperscript{189} Of note, a majority of House and Senate members in multiple sessions of Congress have “acknowledged the inequity and cosponsored corrective legislation to recognize SBP and DIC are paid for different reasons.”\textsuperscript{190}

Undoubtedly, advocacy efforts garner attention from lawmakers,\textsuperscript{191} but these voices continue to take a back seat to the demands of larger populations. Optimistic advocates believe the SBP-DIC offset is an oversight, “that it’s not what Congress intended for the families of fallen military personnel.”\textsuperscript{192} After years of passionate advocacy by surviving benefits. When military service causes a servicemember’s death, DIC should be paid in addition to the SBP benefits.”). See also The Widow’s Tax, supra note 5.


\textsuperscript{188} See, e.g., Kathy Prout, Stop denying earned survivor benefits to military surviving spouses, CHANGE.ORG, https://www.change.org/p/stop-denying-earned-survivor-benefits-to-military-surviving-spouses (last visited June 12, 2019); The MOAA Channel, Repeal SBP DIC Offset, End Sequestration MOAA “Storms” 535 Congressional Offices in 6 Hrs., YOUTUBE (June 8, 2017), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnZ0AvPup5M.

\textsuperscript{189} Military Widows: SBP-DIC Offset, FACEBOOK, https://www.facebook.com/groups/MilitarySurvivingSpouses/ (last visited June 12, 2019). See also Hammersly, supra note 21, at 11A; Breaux, supra note 5; Caruso, supra note 5.

\textsuperscript{190} Caruso, supra note 5; Eliminating the Widows’ Tax, supra note 10; SBP Offset for Survivors, supra note 63. See also Bale Dalton, Office of Sen. Bill Nelson, S. 339, SBP-DIC Offset Repeal Fact Sheet, 115th Cong. (2017) (on file with author) (noting that since September 2001, “the Senate has generally supported repealing the SBP-DIC offset [but] [t]he repeal has yet to make it into public law despite being included in many years’ Senate passed NDAA,” to include FYs 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012, and 2013); CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 14 (2011) (describing how the Senate versions of the NDAA for FYs 2006, 2008, 2008, and 2010 all included language to eliminate the offset that was later dropped by the conferees); Atkins, supra note 5 (emphasizing that “Congress knows this inequity needs to be fixed”).

\textsuperscript{191} Philpott, supra note 21; see also Ostrom, supra note 21. Kelly Hruska, a survivor issues representative for the National Military Family Association and The Military Coalition, referred to the offset as criminal: “This is a benefit that service members paid for, either through monthly premiums or . . . with their lives. If any company were doing this, they would tie [its executives] up in the square and members of Congress would be the first ones lining up to throw stones.” Id.

\textsuperscript{192} Harkins, supra note 63.
spouses and their supporters, however, lawmakers continue to pay lip service to the repeal \(^{193}\) without taking meaningful action.\(^{194}\) Thus, ironically, despite increased efforts to repeal the widow’s tax over the last few decades, “no efforts have been successful.”\(^{195}\)

Not surprisingly, the impediment has always been—and continues to be—cost,\(^{196}\) or, more specifically, “the last minute consensus on how to pay for the offset elimination.”\(^{197}\) To call the problem last-minute is, at this point, however, disingenuous; lawmakers have been aware of the offset for decades but continue to delay their commitment to finding a permanent solution.\(^{198}\) As advocates aptly note, the only apparent purpose

\(^{193}\) H.R. REP. NO. 111-89, at 72 (2009) (Conf. Rep.) (“Repeal of the offset would allow the widows and orphans whom our servicemembers and veterans leave behind to receive the full SBP amount due to them.”); ROBERT TOMKIN, FACT SHEET NO. 112-6, DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION FOR FY 2012 50 (2011), LEXISNEXIS.

\(^{194}\) Boldrin, supra note 84 (“No one has solved the problem beyond slapping band-aids on it.”).

\(^{195}\) McCarl, supra note 6, at 419.

\(^{196}\) Estimates regarding the total cost of repealing the offset range considerably, including, but not limited to: $12.9 billion, U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., GAO-06-837R, ACTUARIAL SOUNDNESS OF THE DoD SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN PROGRAM 11 (2006); $8 billion over ten years, Philpott, supra note 21 (referencing the latest Congressional Budget Office’s calculations); $7 billion from 2010 to 2019, Cong. Research Serv., RL31664, THE MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: A DESCRIPTION OF ITS PROVISIONS 14 (2011); and as low as $4.5 billion, Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A.

\(^{197}\) Ostrom, supra note 21 (“[T]he barricade to ending the offset is finding budget dollars to cover the cost . . . The cost of full repeal is estimated by the Congressional Budget Office at $8 billion over 10 years.”). Due to mandatory allocations of funds for the national defense, Congress has little flexibility to generate these funds independently, hence the need to work with House Budget Committee members to increase direct spending to resolve the issue. Id. See also Berquist, supra note 11 (explaining that “the sense in Congress is that the offset should be eliminated but the costs are high”); Philpott, supra note 21. Cf. MACKIN ET AL., supra note 75, at 42 (estimating a total cost of $35 million for “each year’s new cohort of surviving spouses”).

\(^{198}\) Shane III, supra note 93 (noting that “lawmakers on the committee have repeatedly said they cannot find [enough funding] in ever tightening military budgets”).
of the offset is to save the government money. 199 Year after year, Congress’ go-to justifications for failing to effectuate full repeal are rooted in “defense spending caps and House budgeting rules.” 200 Until recently, opponents of the offset argued that Congress should, at the very least, extend and increase SSIA. 201 Now that SSIA is a permanent benefit, however, repeal is the logical next step that lawmakers continue to claim remains far out of reach. 202

Undaunted by these obstacles, members of MOAA—one of several active advocacy groups—continue to urge surviving spouses to call their Congressional representatives to express support for the latest in a series of bills to eliminate the offset. 203 MOAA advocates acknowledge that budget uncertainty will make funding total repeal “difficult,” 204 but they remain committed to prioritizing the issue. 205 Due to political turnover, however, the reeducation and advocacy process begins anew every election cycle, forcing offset opponents to return to the drawing board in seeking out additional cosponsors. For example, in the 2018 midterm election, Senator Bill Nelson, the proponent of the Military Widow’s Tax

199 Philpott, supra note 169. Joe Davis, the public affairs director for Veterans of Foreign Wars calls this penny-pinching justification the “‘ultimate insult our government can inflict on’ surviving spouses.” Id.
200 Shane III, supra note 93.
201 Eliminating the Widows’ Tax, supra note 10; see also Berquist, supra note 11 (noting that those impacted would lose $3720 a year in survivor benefits if SSIA was not extended or made a permanent benefit); Survivor Advocacy Issues, supra note 17; The Widow’s Tax, supra note 5 (pointing out that SSIA “will terminate in May 2018 if Congress does not extend the allowance”).
202 Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A (noting that DoD views the “cost in billions as “another issue” and estimates that the total cost of repeal will require $7 billion to $10 billion over ten years, despite widows and others believing the number is closer to $4.5 billion to $5 billion).
203 Berquist, supra note 11 (arguing that without enough cosponsors, the issue will go unfunded).
204 Eliminating the Widows’ Tax, supra note 10 (estimating the total cost of repeal at approximately $6.5 billion).
205 See Legislative Action Center, supra note 187.
Elimination Act of 2017\textsuperscript{206} and a long-time advocate of repeal\textsuperscript{207} was defeated by his opponent.\textsuperscript{208} To make matters worse, the total number of

bill cosponsors does not necessarily translate into repeal legislation success; previous bills garnered more support than S. 339 and H.R. 846, but they still failed to progress beyond the Senate and House subcommittees. 209 Thus, despite bipartisan “support” for repeal, until lawmakers do more than say they want to allocate the funding, 67,000 surviving spouses will continue to face disappointment at the government’s unwillingness to honor its commitment to those who sacrificed everything.210

2. Option 2: Reform the Current Law to Base Payments on Income

As surviving spouses often note, the sudden financial strain associated with the offset is, in a word, “scary.”211 Full repeal would undoubtedly

207 Breaux, supra note 5 (noting that now-former Sen. Nelson “introduced legislation to repeal this dollar-for-dollar offset in every Congress since 2001 . . . [and] most recently introduced S. 339”).
209 See Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A. As Sen. John Boozman pointed out, “[t]here’s a lot of sympathy. Congress is on record saying they want to fix it. The disagreement is where you cut costs to pay for that.” Id. Notably, neither the former House Speaker, Paul Ryan, nor Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell co-sponsored repeal bills. Id.
211 Harkins, supra note 63 (quoting surviving spouse Susie Brodeur, who emphasized the challenges inherent in “not knowing where that next dollar [is] going to come from”).
alleviate this stress; until then, basing survivor benefits on an established income cut-off, particularly in the years immediately following a service member’s death, would provide some temporary respite for those who need it most. Many surviving spouses struggle to retain their homes and pay monthly bills, barely subsisting above the poverty line in some cases.212 In a recent Rand Corporation study conducted at the behest of Congress, researchers found that “nearly 16 percent of widows whose main source of survivor benefits is the military are below the poverty line,” and 7.7% of this same subset of the survivor population participate in food stamps.213 The study’s authors are quick to note that these findings “do[] not necessarily mean that military survivor benefits are ineffective” but, rather, that “further analysis is . . . needed to better understand” the data.214 However, references to a “lack of data” pervade the authors’ analysis of surviving spouses’ income,215 thereby calling into question the extent to which SBP widows truly do “compare well [with other widows].”216

---

212 See Hammersly, supra note 21, at 10A; see also Telephone Interview with Teresa Priestner, surviving spouse of Chief Warrant Officer 4 John Priestner (Oct. 28, 2018) (describing her financial difficulties in making ends meet now that her daughters have both reached the age of twenty-two and no longer qualify for receipt of SBP); Questionnaire Answers of Theresa Morehead, surviving spouse of Master Sergeant Kevin Morehead (Oct. 24, 2018) (on file with author) (“I almost lost my home and had to sell possessions just to get by.”).

213 HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 69.

214 Id.

215 See, e.g., HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 47, 48 (noting that the average income data on which the authors relied on in reaching their conclusions excludes widows under age 40, which represent less than two percent of all widows); id. at 54 (explaining that the data for “the characteristics of decedent spouses . . . were not available”); id. at 49–50 (discussing various limitations associated with the Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC) of the Current Population Survey (CPS) used to analyze income data); id. at 58 (attempting to explain differences in data between military survivor benefits and VA benefits); id. at 60 (acknowledging that “the data do not allow us to investigate whether the larger benefits are explained by higher earnings of the deceased spouse”); id. at 69 (referencing “data limitations”); id. at 72 (noting “we recognize that more-detailed analysis is needed to better understand the differences in outcomes we observe and determine whether remedies to the SBP program are warranted”).

216 Id. at 47. The study’s authors acknowledge that nonmilitary widows receiving benefits from other federal, state, or local government pension plans typically “had higher average total income, lower poverty rates, and lower participation in public assistance programs.” KRISTY N. KAMARCK & BARBARA SALAZAR TORREON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL45325, MILITARY SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN: BACKGROUND AND ISSUES FOR CONGRESS 3 (2018). See also HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at xiv–v, 67–68.
For surviving spouses living with the real consequences of lost spousal income, the conclusions of the Rand study provide little comfort. If these survivors had additional time to adjust to their new reality, however, the sudden financial blow might be an easier pill to swallow. In a 2007 report, the Veterans’ Disability Benefits Commission (VDBC) found that regardless of the time elapsed since the veterans’ death, young survivors in their twenties and thirties “with an SBP offset had lower employment than those without the offset,” and, as a result, also earned less on average. More to the point, however, the study found that “the average income of survivors within 5 years of the veteran’s death is lower than for those whose veteran spouse died 5 or more years ago.” Similarly, for all age groups, available data indicated that surviving spouses of veterans who “died within the last 5 years have employment rates that are consistently below those [whose] spouse died 5 or more years ago.”

Collectively, data from the Rand study and VDBC report suggests that the first five years following a veteran’s death are among the most financially challenging for the surviving spouse, particularly when the spouse is young, inexperienced, and requires additional qualifications to secure employment. The VA already offers income-based benefits to other groups of beneficiaries, such as DIC payments to surviving parents and the Survivors Pension to eligible low-income surviving spouses or unmarried children. Establishing a similar income-based payment system for all surviving spouses would eliminate the confusion currently associated with the offset while guaranteeing a sufficient and reliable level of income. Arguably, setting a minimum income threshold for receipt of benefits might disincentivize some surviving spouses from

---


218 Christensen, supra note 10, at 105–06.

219 Id. at 104.

220 Id. at 103.

221 See also AMALIA MILLER ET AL., ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THE SURVIVING SPOUSES AND CHILDREN OF CASUALTIES IN THE IRAQ AND AFGHANISTAN WARS 33 (2012), https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/technical_reports/2012/RAND_TR1281.pdf (finding “substantial household earnings losses following the deaths of active duty service members” that tend to “increase over the first four years following the deaths,” due to in part to the loss of service member earnings and in part to the “decline in the earnings of the spouses of fallen service members”).

222 Parents Dependency and Indemnity Compensation, supra note 68.

seeking employment or other sources or income; however, the importance of providing financial support to this population during an emotionally fraught time outweighs the dangers of potential abuse in the short term. If abuse were to become a problem, Congress could further revise the income-based benefits structure to taper payment percentages over time or simply add a time limit to the receipt of further payments.

3. Option 3: Switch to a Commercial Provider for the Administration and Management of Survivor Benefits

Much in the same way Servicemembers’ Group Life Insurance (SGLI) is managed by Prudential, Congress should also consider administering survivor benefits through a commercial provider. As the Rand study noted, eliminating the DIC offset would have no negative financial impact on a private insurer “because premiums would have been paid on the SBP policy, thereby providing the funds needed to pay SBP benefits upon the death of the insured.” Furthermore, providing SBP commercially would fundamentally alter the nature of the DoD’s subsidy from SBP, making it “a government outlay and not an intergovernmental subsidy as it is today.” As a result, the contracting accrual charge and outlays for a provider with the ability to operate SBP at a lower total cost than the DoD “would be smaller than they would have been under continued DoD

---


[225] HOSEK ET AL., supra note 8, at 76.

[226] Id. at 78.
management of SBP.” Although there are currently no “readily available commercial versions of SBP,” the technological capacity to create such a product exists. Thus, “if the commercial price, the cost of contracting, and the subsidy DoD would deliver to the commercial provider sum to an amount less than the in-house costs of administering, managing, and subsidizing the SBP fund, then outsourcing SBP is more likely to be advisable.”

Providing SBP through a commercial insurance company is not, however, without potential pitfalls, to include “rising premiums with age and the possibility of no policies being offered to older individuals.” As a result, the Rand study authors note that “commercially provided term life policies are less likely to feasibly replace the current SBP, since SBP has neither feature.” A commercial provider would also have to determine how to fund SBP payments for active duty beneficiaries because, unlike retirees, these individuals do not pay SBP premiums; rather, retiree premiums, DoD SBP accrual charges, interest earned on the fund, and the subsidy currently cover minimal SBP payments to active duty survivors. Thus, in order to overcome these hurdles, a commercial provider would have to design a product with “construction of inflation-adjusted, flat-rate, single-rate whole life policies that pay an amount sufficient to fund an inflation-adjusted whole life annuity for the life of a surviving spouse and fund the payouts for the other categories of SBP beneficiaries.”

Despite frequent references to a lack of data, the Rand study authors ultimately concluded that a contracted commercial insurance company may be able to administer SBP at a lower cost than the DoD while
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227 Id. at 78–79.
228 Id. at 79.
229 Id. at 80.
230 Id. at 75.
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232 Id. at 76.
233 Id. at 83.
234 See, e.g., id. at 73 (2018) (stating that data regarding quality and cost of service under the DoD compared to potential commercial providers is lacking); id. at 80 (noting that the cost information to assess the feasibility of outsourcing SBP is not currently available); id. at 82 (emphasizing that “further data and analysis would be required to determine whether commercial providers could perform the insurance function more cheaply than the public sector does”); id. at 83 (“[A]dvisability depends on whether, combined, the commercial price, the cost of DoD’s SBP subsidy to the commercial provider, and DoD’s cost of contracting are less than the in-house costs of administering, managing, and subsidizing the SBP,” for which “data are lacking to assess whether this is the case . . . .”)
increasing overall efficiency and providing a higher overall quality of service.\textsuperscript{235} Given these cautiously optimistic findings, Congress should, at the very least, take note of the study’s multiple references to the need for more information\textsuperscript{236} and invest resources into analyzing the costs associated with the commercialization of SBP.

V. Conclusion

Then-Senator Barack Obama was one of several Congressmen who heard the testimony of surviving spouses at a special veterans’ benefits hearing on 3 February 2005. He listened to their words, acknowledged their frustrations at the inequities of the SBP-DIC offset, and ultimately urged his colleagues “not to pinch pennies on this . . . We can do better. I know there is a bipartisan commitment to do better. I am looking forward to being a part of doing better.”\textsuperscript{237}

After over a decade and three White House administrations, however, the SBP-DIC offset persists. The plight of approximately 67,000 surviving spouses, many of whom are elderly, is hardly the kind of sensational, attention-grabbing headline that ruffles the feathers of public indignation. Perhaps it should be, but after years of attempts at legislative reform, repeal of the offset continues to take a backseat to other issues. Survivors of both retirees and active duty members have ample cause for concern: retirees forfeit a percentage of their earned retirement pay to participate in SBP, and, in theory, active duty service members should benefit from the post-9/11 expansion of the program. The difference in dollars between the receipt of SBP plus DIC and SBP minus DIC may not seem like much, but for most surviving family members, $15,000 represents a significant loss in annual income. By the time they learn these additional benefits will never come to fruition, it is almost always too late for contingencies, such as pursuing private life insurance coverage. To make matters worse, some spouses forfeit their own professional

\textsuperscript{235} See id. at 82.

\textsuperscript{236} See, e.g., id. at 73 (noting that “[f]urther research into DoD’s internal costs, at a minimum, is indicated, as well as research into contract mechanisms that could induce insurers to provide a sufficiently high-end product to service members at a reduced cost to the government”).

opportunities to keep their families intact while moving from assignment to assignment. Generally, survivors do not regret the decision to make these kinds of personal sacrifices. However, to say that they now feel slighted at the government’s lack of urgency in response to their efforts to change the status quo would be an understatement. Default SBP enrollment for retirees, a lack of knowledge about the offset, and, perhaps most galling, what amounts to a post-9/11 publicity stunt purporting to expand SBP to active duty survivors are all factors that aggravate the impact of the current law on those subject to it. Fortunately, in these areas, judge advocates have the opportunity to provide an invaluable resource; in translating obscure statutes and legislation into digestible, clear guidance for active duty and retiree families, military lawyers can bridge the persistent knowledge gap that shrouds the SBP-DIC offset.238

Full repeal of the offset—an admittedly costly endeavor—is by no means the only avenue to providing some relief for surviving spouses. Congressional leaders should also consider other options to effectuate meaningful change for those impacted by the sudden emotional and financial strain of lost earnings. First, Congress could amend the statutory offset to establish income cut-offs for surviving spouses in dire need of both benefits. Second, Congress could dedicate additional resources to exploring the commercial privatization of SBP, thereby potentially reducing the costs of funding and managing the program. The reality, however, is that although lawmakers could spend money to resolve the inequities of the offset, they have not and, due to competing demands, likely will not. After almost two decades of war on more than two fronts, the offset remains an ugly, unpleasant stain on the nation’s conscience. It challenges the patriotic solidarity of the “support our troops” rhetoric, and it calls into question President Lincoln’s age-old pledge to provide for those hit hardest by years of war: until and unless something gives, who will care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan?

238 For suggested guidance on how judge advocates might advise potential clients on estate-planning issues related to the SBP-DIC offset, see infra Appendix A.
Appendix A. Quick Guide to the SBP-DIC Offset for Judge Advocates

➤ Introduction

In advising service members, retirees, and surviving family members on estate planning matters, judge advocates must be equipped with knowledge of the interaction between the Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP) and Dependency Indemnity Compensation (DIC). Understanding how current law impacts the concurrent receipt of these two benefits may significantly affect the decisions service members and their family members make in preparing for the future.

➤ What is SBP?

SBP is a Department of Defense (DoD)-funded benefit that acts somewhat like a life insurance plan. Unlike private insurance policies, however, the SBP provides flat-rate, inflation adjusted monthly annuity payments that are not contingent on the policy holder’s age or pre-existing medical conditions. Retirees are automatically enrolled in SBP while transitioning out of the military and must proactively opt out to avoid monthly payments. SBP monthly payments comprise up to 6.5% of the individual’s monthly retirement pay. After September 11th, 2001, Congress expanded SBP eligibility to include surviving family members of active duty service members who die in the line of duty. Unlike retirees, active duty service members are not required to make monthly SBP payments.

Eligible SBP beneficiaries include the retiree or active duty member’s spouse; spouse and children (with age limitations for children); children; former spouse; former spouse and children; and other persons with an insurable interest. Surviving spouse beneficiaries who remarry before the age of fifty-five lose SBP eligibility. SBP is a taxable benefit for all categories of beneficiaries. For survivors of retirees, annuity payments are calculated as fifty-five percent of the member’s monthly retirement pay. For survivors of active duty service members, annuity payments are calculated as fifty-five percent of the member’s theoretical monthly retirement pay if he/she had been 100% medically retired at the time of his/her death.
What is DIC?

DIC is a Veterans Affairs (VA)-funded benefit payable to the family members of active duty and retired service members who die from service-connected injuries or illnesses (e.g., health issues associated with Agent Orange exposure during the Vietnam War). Unlike the SBP, DIC is a tax-free benefit awarded at a flat rate to all eligible recipients, regardless of rank or time in service. As of 1 December 2018, the basic monthly rate for DIC payments was $1319.04. Dependency Indemnity Compensation beneficiaries include surviving spouses, children, and, in some cases, parents, depending on the parents’ income and marital status. Surviving spouse beneficiaries who remarry before the age of fifty-seven lose DIC eligibility.

What is the SBP-DIC offset and why does it matter?

The SBP-DIC offset is a statutory requirement that offsets the SBP payments dollar-for-dollar by DIC payments. If the DIC benefit is larger than the SBP benefit, then the survivor receives only the DIC benefit. On the other hand, if the SBP benefit is larger than the DIC benefit, the survivor receives the full DIC benefit and any SBP benefits less an amount equivalent to the DIC benefit. Put another way, the survivor retains the higher of the two payments rather than the combined amount of both benefits. The offset is, in essence, a limitation on the concurrent receipt of SBP and DIC. Unfortunately, knowledge of the SBP-DIC offset is generally quite limited, and many surviving family members are unaware of its existence until confronted with the realities of its unexpected impact on their financial circumstances.

Survivors subject to the offset are also eligible for an additional monthly payment known as the Special Survivors Indemnity Allowance (SSIA). Special Survivors Indemnity Allowance is intended to partially make up for the SBP-DIC offset. Like DIC, SSIA is awarded at a flat rate (adjusted for COLA) and, like SBP, is a form of taxable income.

Bottom Line

Although judge advocates may not bear direct responsibility for managing or overseeing personnel matters, we can thoroughly research the kinds of complex survivor benefit issues that impact the lives of surviving family members. In this area of law, responding to client questions often requires parsing through multiple statutory and regulatory authorities,
many of which are obscure or difficult to understand in a vacuum. Distilling this information into simplified, easily digestible terms can make a very emotional subject far less daunting for service members and their families.

As a result, service members and retirees can make more informed decisions based on their families’ needs while still in a position to do so. For all clients, this might mean pursuing an additional, privatized life insurance policy to make up for the potential effects of the SBP-DIC offset. For retiree clients, this may translate to proactively opting out of SBP rather than forfeiting years of premium payments, especially when the retiree knows that his/her spouse may be eligible for DIC based on his/her disability ratings at retirement. Ultimately, equipping clients with this invaluable information manages expectations for family members following the sudden death of a service member or retiree, which, for most survivors, is likely among the most challenging life events they will ever experience.

➢ Helpful Resources


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothetical SBP-DIC Offset Comparison</th>
<th>O-5 Retiree Death (Spouse Only)</th>
<th>E-6 Active Duty Death (Spouse Only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years in Service (YIS)</strong></td>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>14 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monthly Retirement Pay</strong> (as of Jan. 1, 2019)</td>
<td>$4621.80 (= .025 x 20 x $9243.60)</td>
<td>$2922.75 (= .75 x $3897)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirees = 2.5% x YIS x Monthly Base Pay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD = 75% x High-36 Basic Pay (i.e. medically retired at 100% disability rating)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monthly SBP Deduction Payment</strong></td>
<td>$300.42 (= .065 x $4621.80)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirees = Up to 6.5% x Monthly Retirement Pay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD = Free</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theoretical Timing of Death</strong></td>
<td>10 years AFTER retirement (this could be any number of months or years following retirement).</td>
<td>6 years PRIOR TO retirement eligibility (this could be any number up to and in excess of 20 years, the cut-off for traditional retirement eligibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(note that the numbers used here are provided for the limited purpose of this hypothetical example)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total SBP Payments at Time of Theoretical Death</strong></td>
<td>$36,050.40 (= $300.42 x 12 months/year x 10 years)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(not adjusted for inflation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly SBP Payment to Beneficiary (= 55% x Monthly Retirement Pay)</td>
<td>$2541.99 (=.55 x $4621.80)</td>
<td>$1607.51 (=.55 x 2922.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly DIC Payment to Beneficiary (as of Dec. 1, 2018)</td>
<td>$1319.04</td>
<td>$1319.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Amount Received by Beneficiary Without SBP-DIC Offset (= SBP + DIC)</td>
<td>$3861.03 (=$2541.99 + $1319.04)</td>
<td>$2926.55 (=$1607.51 + $1319.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Amount Received by Beneficiary After SBP-DIC Offset (= Higher of SBP/DIC Payments)</td>
<td>$2541.99</td>
<td>$1607.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly SSIA Payment to Beneficiary (as of Dec. 1, 2018)</td>
<td>$318</td>
<td>$318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Monthly Amount Received by Beneficiary (= Monthly Amount Received After SBP-DIC Offset + SSIA) *not including Social Security Payments</td>
<td>$2859.99 (= $2541.99 + $318)</td>
<td>$1925.51 (= $1607.51 + $318)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>